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ritain has an ongoing
housing crisis that
is preventing its
population enjoying
tull and healthy lives.
Collectively, because of the
way our homes were built in
the past, and to a lesser extent
the way they are still being
built, we are locked into a
culture that requires us to pay
far more than we need in
energy bills while forcing
many of us to live in unhealthy
and uncomfortable homes.
What to do about this crisis
has been troubling
governrnents, councils,
charities and individuals for
some time. The main issues
with the remedy, as you might
expect, is money and political
will. Retrofitting old houses
and building higher
quality new homes are more
expensive in the short tenn
but gives substantial benefrts
over many years.
Up until the last three years,
government offered various
progremlnes to help the nation
get to where it wanted to be.
But since David Cameron
famously announced he
wanted to'cut nll the green
crap'most of these
prograYnmeshave gone - the
Code for Sustainable Homes,
Zero Carbon Homes
legislation, the Green DeaI,
and grants for home
insulation. It's easy to pigeon
hole these programmes as just
being about the environment
but in fact they were also
about well-being. Low energy
homes are generally also
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healthy homes.
lVith no new extra money
and encouragement from the
top it has been left to
individuals, councils, business
and charities to keep going
regardless. Thankfully many
of their efforts have been
successful.
Take for example Cambridge
Open Eco Homes, which helps
individuals to visit greener
homes around the Cambridge
area. Open Eco Homes will
open 13 homes across

Cambridge, Girton and
Impington on October B and
14. Open Eco Homes gives
visitors exactly the sort of
information, encouragement
and inspiration they need to
create the healthy low-energy
home they want.
*i Youcan book a tour via
openecohomes.otgot 01223
3Ot842.Alsocheckthe website
for five free follow up workshops
betweenOctoberl8 and
November2.

